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In the early 1800’s prevailing belief was that:

– organisms were specially created and unchanged since 

their creation

– Species created independently of each other 

– Earth not old.  Ussher’s estimate: for Earth’s creation 

4004 BC



What is Evolution?

The kind we’re talking about is sometimes called organic evolution to distinguish it 
from non-biological changes over time.



Evolution

– Evolution is descent with modification; the 

idea that living species are descendents of 

ancestral species that were different from 

present-day ones

– Evolution describes the genetic changes in a 

population over time



Evolution

– Remember, evolution is the genetic change in populations 

over time

– Individuals do NOT evolve; evolution refers to generation-

to-generation changes

– Evolution does not lead to perfectly-adapted organisms; 

natural selection results from environmental factors that 

vary from place to place and from time to time (a trait that 

is favorable in one situation may be detrimental in another)



Evolution

– Remember, evolution is an accepted (and well-

supported) scientific theory

– Scientific theories can never be proven (you cannot 

prove a hypothesis) but can be supported or rejected; 

must also be testable and falsifiable



Let’s look at an example…

Normal 
allele; 
vulnerable 
to 
pesticides

Alternate 
allele; 
resistant to 
pesticides

Survivors

‘Resistant’ allele 
passed to next 
generation



Brief History of 

Evolutionary Thought



Contributor’s to Darwin’s thinking included:

Charles Lyell – uniformatarianism.

1797-1875

Georges Cuvier – species 
extinction.

1769-1832





Contributor’s to Darwin’s thinking included:

Thomas Malthus – struggle for existence.

1766-1834

Jean Baptiste de Lamarck – evolution by 
acquired characteristics.

1744-1829





Lamarck

– Fact of evolution proposed in late 1700’s early 1800’s.

– Jean Baptiste Lamarck 1809, 1815 proposed that all 

species were derived by gradual evolution from other 

species.

– Lamarck’s idea was that evolution was driven by an 

innate tendency of organisms to become more complex 

over time.



Inheritance of Acquired 

Characteristics

– Lamarck’s proposed mechanism of evolution was 
called the Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics
(IAC)

– IAC suggested that modifications to organisms 
during their life could be passed on to their 
offspring (e.g., a giraffe stretching its neck during 
its life passes slightly longer neck to offspring).



Inheritance of Acquired 

Characteristics

– Obviously, Lamarck’s ideas about the mechanism of evolution 
largely contradict current biological knowledge.

– The information required to build a body is stored in DNA and 
that information (influenced by the environment) determines 
the phenotype.  Changes to the phenotype during life 
however do not affect the DNA sequence.  Information flow 
is thus only in one direction from DNA  phenotype, not in 
the reverse direction.



*Epigenetics

– However, recent research in the emerging field of epigenetics 

shows that Lamarckian effects may occur through changes in the 

control of gene expression caused by environmental effects e.g. 

food shortage during development. 



Epigenetics

– Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene 
expression caused by mechanisms other than changes in the 
DNA sequence.

– The DNA nucleotide sequence is not changed but whether 
and how much genes are expressed can be altered and some 
of these changes may be passed from one generation to 
another.



Epigenetics

– One way in which epigenetic effects have been shown to 

occur is through environmentally induced methylation in 

which a methyl group (CH3) is added to cytosine 

nucleotides converting them to 5-methyl-cytosine.

– More heavily methylated regions are translated and 

transcribed less frequently than non-methylated regions.



Epigenetics

– One well documented example of epigenetic effects resulted from 
the Dutch winter famine of 1944/45 at the end of WWII.

– The children of women pregnant during the famine were born 
smaller than normal (which was to be expected).  

– However, the children of those children were also born smaller 
than average. This suggests the famine induced epigenetic 
changes in mothers pregnant during the famine that were passed 
to their offspring. 









Natural Selection

– Natural selection is the brain child 

of Charles Darwin; a naturalist 

who sailed around the world and 

noted the unique adaptations of 

animals in many diverse 

environments (most notably the 

Galapagos Islands)



Darwin’s Observations and Inferences

Observation 1: Left unchecked, the number of 
organisms of each species will increase exponentially, 
generation to generation. 

Observation 2: In nature, populations tend to remain 
stable in size. 

Inference 1: Production of more individuals than can be supported by the 
environment leads to a struggle for existence among individuals, with only 

a fraction of offspring surviving in each generation.

Observation 3: Environmental resources are limited.



Darwin’s Observations and Inferences

Observation 4: Individuals of a population vary extensively in their characteristics 
with no two individuals being exactly alike.

Observation 5: Much of this variation between individuals is heritable.



Inference 2: Survival in the 
struggle for existence is not 
random, but depends in part 
on the heritable 
characteristics of individuals. 
Individuals who inherit 
characteristics most fit for 
their environment are likely to 
leave more offspring than less 
fit individuals  variation in 
population

Darwin’s Observations and Inferences



Inference 3: The unequal ability of individuals to survive and reproduce leads to a 
gradual change in a population, with favorable characteristics accumulating over 
generations (natural selection). 

Taken together, these three inferences are a statement of Darwin’s Theory of 
Evolution.

Darwin’s Observations and Inferences



#1 The Principles of Natural Selection

King Penguin Rookery © Momatiuk - Eastcott/Corbis

Struggle for existence/Competition 

– More offspring are produced than can be supported by resources



#2 The Principles of Natural Selection

Variation
– Some individuals, due to 

heredity or mutation, possess 

characteristics which make 

them better adapted to their 

environment



#3The Principles of Natural Selection

Inheritance of Traits

– Best-suited organisms will survive to produce more 

individuals that share same adaptation





Alfred Russel Wallace Independently Drew the Same 
Conclusions as Darwin

Papers from Wallace and Darwin were jointly presented (with little impact) to the 
Linnaean Society in 1858.





A major problem in Darwin’s theory 
was the lack of a mechanism to 
explain natural selection.

How could favorable variations be transmitted 
to later generations?

Darwin in his early years.

Furthermore, 



With the rediscovery of Mendel’s work and its vast 
extension in the first half of the 20th century, the missing 
link in evolutionary theory was forged.





Evidence of 

Evolution



Evidence of Evolution

1. Fossils Record

2. Homologous structures and Analogous Structures

3. Atavistic Structure

4. Vestigial Structure

5. Comparative Embryology (Evolutionary Developmental Biology , 

EVO-DEVO)



#1

Fossil evidence

– Fossils are mineralized copies of the remains of 
organisms preserved in sedimentary rocks.

– In the process of fossilization a dead organism is 
covered by sediment and the organic matter is 
replaced by minerals leaving behind an impression of 
the organism.

– the fossil record (the sequence in which fossils 
appear in layers of sedimentary rocks) provide some 
of the strongest evidence of evolution



Evidence for Evolution

Trilobite: 230 mya

Seed fern: 150 mya

Allosaurus: 65 mya



Evidence for Evolution – The Fossil Record



Fossil evidence of evolution

– Millions of fossils have been collected and it is clear from fossil 

evidence that many species (in fact almost all that have ever 

existed) have become extinct. 

– Equally clearly the faunas of different geological eras are very 

different and have changed over time.



Extinct glyptodont (2,000 kg) resembles the
modern-day South American armadillo (2 kg).



Fossil evidence of evolution

– Similarly modern Australia is filled with marsupials and fossils in Australia are of 

similar marsupial forms.

– Extinct short-faced kangaroo.

http://msnbcmedia2.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/061226/061226_kangaroo_vmed
_1p.widec.jpg

http://msnbcmedia2.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/061226/061226_kangaroo_vmed_1p.widec.jpg


Fossil evidence of evolution

Transitional forms

– If fossil organisms are ancestral to modern 

organisms then there should be transitional 

fossils that show characteristics intermediate 

between the older and more recent groups.  



Archaeopteryx

– Archaeopteryx the oldest known fossil bird (name means “ancient 
wing) has mix of reptilian and avian features.

– Reptilian: long tail, teeth, long clawed fingers

– Avian: feathers, ribs with uncinate processes, avian shoulder 
girdle.



Archaeopteryx
(oldest known
fossil bird)
Jurassic 
150mya



Tiktaalik roseae

– Another example is  the evolution of the first amphibians 
from lobe finned fishes. 

– The transitional fossil Tiktaalik roseae possesses an 
intermediate suites of characters.

– It has fish-like scales, palate and jaws, but an amphibian-
like mobile neck and head, an ear that could hear in air, 
and the bones in its fins are intermediate between those 
of early fish and early amphibians Acanthostega.



Tiktaalik roseae 375 mya



Figure 25.01a



#2

Homologous structures

– Homologous structures are those constructed from the same 
basic components which have been inherited from a common 
ancestor and then modified for different purposes.

– E.g. The forelimbs of a human, mole, horse, dolphin and bat 
are constructed from the same bones, but the bones differ in 
size and shape and the structures made from the bones are 
used in radically different ways.

– Resulting in Divergent Evolution



Humerus

Radius

Ulna

Carpals

Metacarpals

Phalanges

Human Cat Whale Bat

Evidence for Evolution

• Homologous structures – similar characteristics 
that result from a common ancestry



Homologous vs. Analagous

structures

– Similarly, the wings of butterflies and birds are not 
homologous (because their structural components were not 
derived from a recent common ancestor) but perform the 
same function. 

– Such structures are analagous. They carry out the same 
function

Convergent Evolution



http://static.howstuffworks.com/gif/great-white-shark-1.jpg

www.seaworld.org/.../images/
killer-whale.jpg 

http://static.howstuffworks.com/gif/great-white-shark-1.jpg
http://www.seaworld.org/.../images/


Analogous structures

Examples: wings 
of insects (a) and 
birds (b); flippers 
of seals (c) and 
penguins (d)



Evidence for Evolution

– In contrast to homologous structures, analogous 

structures also provide evidence for evolution

– Analogous structures are structures that share 

similarities by a way of life, not by a common 

ancestry

– Analogous structures arise among unrelated 

organisms in response to similar needs or similar 

environmental factors



Molecular Homology

– All organisms (with a few minor exceptions) use the 

same genetic code to specify which sequences of bases 

specify which amino acids when assembling proteins.

– The reason the code is essentially universal is that a 

mutation that altered the code would alter almost every 

protein produced and so would be lethal.



Molecular Homology: Genetic flaws 

shared by different species

– Chromosome 17 in humans PMP22 gene has duplicate 

sequence of DNA (CMT1A repeat) on either side of it.

– It is the result of duplication and insertion of DNA and 

occasionally causes inaccurate crossing over during 

meiosis.



Molecular Homology

– Humans share CMT1A repeat with bonobos and 

chimpanzees, but not gorillas, orang-utans or other 

primates.

– Suggests CMT1A derived from common ancestor of 

bonobos, chimps and humans.



#3

Atavistic traits

– Atavistic traits are anatomical “throwbacks” that 
occasionally occur when a feature present in an ancestor 
reappears in a modern organism.

– For example, occasionally horses are born that have 
additional toes either side of their hoof.  Similarly, 
sometimes people are born with a short tail.



http://atheistzoo.blogspot.com/2010/10/atavisms-blast-from-past.html

http://atheistzoo.blogspot.com/2010/10/atavisms-blast-from-past.html


Atavistic traits

– Such oddities are due to errors in development 

that cause ancestral traits normally suppressed in 

the genome to be expressed.

– The presence of genes for such traits indicate an 

evolutionary history.



#4

Vestigial structures

– Many organisms possess rudimentary or functionless 

versions of body parts that function in close 

relatives/ancestors.

– The fact that structures are rudimentary implies they had 

ancestors in which these structures were  functional.  

This suggests an evolutionary history.



Evidence for Evolution

– A prime (and very amusing) example 

of homologous structures are 

vestigial organs; remnants of 

structures that have no apparent 

function, but served important 

functions in organism’s ancestors



Evidence for Evolution

Vestigial structures of a whale

http://www.edwardtbabinski.us/mpm/mpm_whale_limb.html



Examples of Vestigial structures 

– Cave populations of Mexican tetra fish have eye 

sockets, but no eyes.

– Kiwis have tiny, stubby wings (Cassoari too)

– Boas have tiny remnant hind limbs



http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2006/02/images/060217_kiwi.jpg

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2006/02/images/060217_kiwi.jpg


Mexican Tetra



Human vestigial 

structures
– Coccyx: vestigial tailbone at base of spine.

– Arrector pili muscle at base of hair follicles makes 

hair stand up.

– Appendix: reduced in size.  Used in digestion of 

cellulose in herbivores e.g. rabbits.



Molecular vestigial traits

– Human genome contains large numbers of pseudogenes that do 
not code for functional RNA or proteins.  These are leftovers from 
evolutionary history once functional genes that have been turned 
off.

– E.g. Gene to synthesize vitamin C



# 5  Evidence for Evolution - Comparative 
Embryology

Why do embryos of different animals pass through a similar developmental stage?

Recent discoveries of the conservation of molecular mechanisms of development 
are even more compelling.





Pop quiz time!!!

– Which of the bottom images shows :

– a lemur?

– A pig?

– A human?



Other Evidence for Evolution

– Artificial selection – the process by which humans have modified 

other species by selectively breeding for desired traits

– Darwin got the idea of natural selection from artificial selection!



Terminal
bud

Lateral
buds

Leaves

Kale

Stem

Brussels sprouts

Cauliflower

Cabbage

Kohlrabi

Wild mustard

Flower
clusters

Flowers
and stems

Broccoli



Artificial Selection
– All dogs are domesticated breeds of the Gray wolf, Canis lupus; “Fido” is actually a 

subspecies of the wolf!



Artificial Selection



Evidence for Evolution

– Remember, evolution uses the materials and processes that 

are already available (it fashions adaptations, rather than 

starting from scratch)

– Evolution is a tinkerer, not a master engineer (a tinkerer uses 

tools already there to improve)

– Adaptations are not perfect

– Evolution is constant; traits that are well-adapted for today 

may not be so tomorrow…



EVOLUTIONARY 

FORCES



Terminology review

– Population 

– Genotype

– Phenotype

– Allele

– Gene pool – all the alleles that exist in a 
population



– Species: a group of individuals that look similar 

and whose members are capable of producing 

fertile offspring in the natural environment



Morphological Species Concept

Morphological Species Concept: the idea that organisms can 

be classified by differences in their appearance

– Using this concept, scientists can readily communicate about the 

characteristics, behavior, and relationships of organisms  Linnaeus

– The morphological concept of species is limited because it does not 

account for the reproductive compatibility of morphologically 

different organisms.

– Sexual dimorphism within one species



Biological Species Concept

– Biological Species Concept: the idea that organisms can 

be classified by their ability to breed with one another

and be able to produce fertile offspring

– Using both the biological and morphological concepts of 

species, modern scientists have arrived at the current 

definition of the term species.



Variation of Traits in a Population

– Population: all the members of a species that live 

in the same area and make up a breeding group

– Within a population, individuals vary in many 

observable traits.



Variation is the 
Raw Material of 
Natural 
Selection



What causes variation in traits?

– Environmental Factors

– Heredity

– A difference in genotype usually results in a difference in 

phenotype.

– Variations in genotypes arise through:

– Mutation

– Genetic Recombination

– Independent Assortment

– Crossing Over



Allele Frequencies and Genetic 

Equilibrium

– Gene Pool: all the genes for all the traits in a 
population

– Allele Frequency: the percentage of an allele in a 
gene pool

– Genetic Equilibrium: the condition in which allele 
frequencies in a population do not change from 
generation to generation



Genotypic and Allele Frequencies



The Population is the Basic Unit of 

Microevolutionary Change

– The genotype of an individual is, essentially, fixed at birth.

– The population is the smallest unit where evolutionary change is possible.

– Unlike individuals, populations permit the origin of new alleles through 

mutation, and the change in the frequency of alleles through selection, 

genetic drift, etc..

– Individuals do not evolve, populations and species evolve.



Population Genetics

– Population genetics refers to the study of evolution via 

the observation and modeling of allele frequencies and 

genetic change in populations of organisms. 

– There are three parameters to keep in mind: 

– allele frequency: the proportion of a specific allele at a given 

locus, considering that the population may contain from one to 

many alleles at that locus. 

– genotype frequency: the proportion of a specific genotype at a 

given locus, considering that many different genotypes may be 

possible.

– phenotype frequency: the proportion of individuals in a 

population that exhibit a given phenotype.



Hardy & Weinberg

– Hardy and Weinberg outlined the conditions necessary for genetic 

equilibrium.

Wilhelm WeinbergGodfrey Hardy



The Hardy-Weinberg 

Equilibrium

– Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium is defined as the situation in 
which no evolution is occurring.  It is a genetic equilibrium.

– It was the solution to a nineteenth century misconception-
the notion that the dominance or recessiveness of an allele 
alone could cause evolutionary change (it can’t).

– The Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium refers to a particular 
locus: one locus may be undergoing rapid allele-frequency 
change, while other loci are in equilibrium.



Assumptions of the Hardy-Weinberg Equillibrium

– A locus with two or more alleles will be in Hardy-Weinberg 
Equilibrium if five assumptions are met. These are: 

1.  infinite population size (there are infinitely many individuals in the 
population.)

2.there is no allele flow (i.e., no movement of individuals from population to 
population.)

3.there is no mutation (no biochemical changes in DNA that produce new alleles.) 

4. there is random mating (this means that with regard to the trait we're looking 
at, individuals mate at random they don't select mates based on this trait in any 
way.) 

5.  No Selection: the different genotypes (for the genetic trait we're studying) 
have equal fitness.



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

– If there are two alleles for a particular gene

Then

– dominant alleles + recessive alleles = 100%

– 100% can also also be represented as 1.0

– The proportion of each allele is also called its FREQUENCY

– % = proportion = frequency



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

With two alleles, there are 

three possible genotypes:

 XX

 Xx

 xx



Hardy-Weinberg Equlibrium

If a population is not evolving, then you should 

have the same number of XX , Xx, and xx 

individuals in every generation.

But if the proportions of XX, Xx, and xx change 

from one generation to the next, then the 

population is EVOLVING.



Hardy-Weinberg Equlibrium

– Let’s call the frequency of the dominant allele (X)… p.

– Let’s call the frequency of the recessive allele (x)… q.

– If only X and x alleles exist, then p + q = 1.0

– If you know q, you can figure out p.

But how do we figure out q?



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

 Every xx individual carries two recessive alleles.

 The frequency of the q allele in these homozygotes is represented 

as q2

 Only homozygous recessives will show the recessive trait.  

 To calculate q, take the square root of q2



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

– Since p + q = 1.0, then 1.0 – q = p  

– Once you know both p and q, plug in to the Hardy-Weinberg equation:

p2 + 2pq + q2

– p2 is the proportion (frequency ) of XX homozygotes

– 2pq is the proportion (frequency) of Xx heterozygotes

– q2 is the proportion (frequency) of xx homozygotes



Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

A population that is NOT EVOLVING is 
said to be in Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium.

We can use HW calculations to
measure microevolution in 
populations.



Hardy-Weinberg Principle

– Hardy and Weinberg outlined the conditions necessary 

for genetic equilibrium.

1. no mutations occur

2. individuals neither enter nor leave the 

population through migration

3. the population is large

4. individuals mate randomly

5. natural selection does not occur



Hardy-Weinberg Principle

– If one of these conditions does 

not hold true, allele 

frequencies of the population 

may change.  In other words, 

evolution will occur.



Microevolution vs. Macroevolution

– The term “microevolution” applies to evolutionary change within a 
lineage (one species,one population)
– It occurs continuously.

– Depending upon the organism and the circumstances, it can transform a lineage. 
dramatically over time.

– Alternately, a lineage may appear to remain the same over timethis is called 
stasis.

– Macroevolution is the origin and extinction of lineages.
– It can happen gradually or abruptly

– Both processes are essential to evolution.  Microevolution is probably 
better understood, and better documented, because in some organisms 
it takes place on timescales we can study directly by experiment and 
direct observation.



MICROEVOLUTION



The Mechanisms of (Micro)Evolution

(Evolutionary Forces)

– Mutation

– Allele (gene) flow

– Selection

– Genetic Drift

– Nonrandom mating

– each one is, in essence, the result of a violation of one or more of the 

assumptions of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium



We can define five different ways in which evolution occurs based 

on the situations in which these five assumptions are NOT met. 

These are: 

– 1.GENETIC DRIFT is change in allele frequency by random 

chance. It occurs if a population is not infinite in size. In 

populations that are not infinitely large, there will be random 

error in which alleles are passed from generation, and allele 

frequencies will change at random. Since no population is really 

infinitely large, there is always some  genetic drift occurring; 

however, the effect is very small in large populations. The effect 

of genetic drift is larger in small populations. 



GENETIC DRIFT

– The smaller the population, the less genetic variety it 

has. 

– In a very small population, alleles can be lost from one 

generation to the next, simply by random chance. 

– When a population evolves only because of this type of 

random sampling error, GENETIC DRIFT is taking place.



2. ALLELE FLOW

is change in allele frequency that occurs because 

individuals move among populations. If there 

are different allele frequencies in different 

populations of a species, then when individuals 

move to a new population, they will change the

allele frequencies in the new population.



3. MUTATION

is biochemical change in DNA that one allele into another 
and creates alleles. It not a common event (typical mutation 
rates are about one mutation in a million genes passed from 
generation to generation ); as a result, evolution through 
mutation is extremely slow. 

– Mutation is very important for evolution because, 
ultimately, mutation is the source of genetic variation.  
Other forms/mechanisms of evolution cannot occur 
without genetic variation.

– With regard to the fitness of alleles, mutation is random --
it may produce alleles that result in high fitness (rare) or 
low fitness (much more common), and the probability of a 
mutation is independent of an evolutionary “need” for the 
mutation.



4.NON-RANDOM MATING is evolution 

that occurs because individuals select 

mates based on their characteristics. 

5.NATURAL SELECTION is evolution that 

occurs because different genotypes have 

different fitness.   More about this later.



You can test to see whether a population is in Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium, if you have the numbers of individuals of each genotype.

The Chi-Square test is ideal for this:

-Generate expected values from HW expectations and 

compare them to observed values.

-A violation might signal that some force of evolution is at 

work.



#1 Evolutionary Forces : 

MUTATION



Mutation

– A mutation is a change in the organism’s DNA.
– Mutations may affect somatic (nonreproductive tissue), or they may affect the 

germ line (reproductive tissue).  Except in clonal organisms, somatic mutations 

cannot generally be passed on.

– Evolutionary biologists are interested in heritable mutations, the kind that can be 

passed on to the next generation.

– A heritable mutation changes one allele into another, 

sometimes creating an allele that is not already 

present in the population.



Mutation

– Mutations affect genetic equilibrium by 
producing totally new alleles for a trait.

– In addition, mutations can change the 
frequency of the alleles already present in the 
gene pool.

– The occurrence of mutation in most alleles is 
too low to cause major changes in the allele 
frequencies of an entire population.



– Some mutations create dominant alleles, some create 

recessive or codominant alleles.

– Some mutations are :

harmful or lethal, 

 many are totally neutral they have no effect, 

 a few are favorable.

– Whether a mutation is harmful, neutral, or favorable, 

depends upon its environment



Type of Mutation :

– Point Mutation (Substitution of one base at 

any particular gene) 

– Frameshift Mutation (Larger portion of 

gene/chromosome)



Point Mutation :

1. Silent Mutation – No effect on amino acid  change in one letter 

of 3 letter code still yield on the same code of amino acid

2. Missense Mutation  change on amino acid  could be lethal, 

or commonly yield on abnormalities  e.g Sickle cell anemia

3. Nonsense Mutation  substitution of one code yield on stop 

Codon  No Protein  mostly lethal





Frameshift Mutation



Mutations are the ultimate 

source of genetic variation

– Mutations are the only source of new alleles 

(other than the occasional transfer of alleles by 

viruses).

– Mutation is thus the ultimate source of genetic 

variation…it creates the raw material upon which 

natural selection acts. 



#2 Evolutionary Forces : 

GENETIC DRIFT



Genetic Drift

– Genetic drift is the change in allele frequencies that occurs by 

chance events.  In essence, it is identical to the statistical 

phenomenon of sampling error on an evolutionary scale.

– It is a random process.

– Because sampling error is greatest in small samples and 

smallest in large samples, the strength of genetic drift 

increases as populations get smaller.



In a small population 

 alleles can be lost (usually the rare ones)

 other alleles are fixed-their frequency 

reaches 1.0

 genetic variation is lost, resulting in at 

population can become homozygous at 

many loci 



Founder Effect

The founder effect is genetic drift that 

occurs when a few individuals, 

representing a fraction of the original 

allele pool, invade a new area and 

establish a new population.



If there is a drastic change (disease, migration or natural catastrophe) in 

the survival of a large population, there is little change in the frequency 

of that population's alleles.  In a smaller population, drastic change can 

result in loss of an entire allele.



Examples:

 California Cypress-a very large population 

was established from a small number of 

individuals. 

 Founder effect occurs in many introduced 

species.

 Amish-a religious minority, which is 

essentially an isolated population, 

established from a relatively small number 

of individuals.



A Human Example of the Founder Effect

– An Amish woman with her child, who suffers from a set of genetic defects 
known as Ellis–van Creveld syndrome (short arms and legs, extra fingers, and, 
in some cases, heart defects). The founder effect accounts for the prevalence 
of Ellis–van Creveld syndrome among the Amish residents of Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania. 





Bottlenecks

 Bottlenecks are periods of very low population 

size or near extinction.  This is another special 

case of genetic drift.

 The result of a population bottleneck is that even if 

the population regains its original numbers, genetic 

variation is drastically reduced



Bottleneck effect







Examples: 

 Cheetahs -nobody knows exactly why it 

occurred, but cheetahs underwent an 

extreme population bottleneck several 

thousand years ago.  As a result, they have 

very little genetic variation.

 Northern Elephant Seal-underwent an 

extreme population bottleneck resulting from 

fur hunting in the nineteenth century.

 Endangered Species



– Genetic drift contributes to evolution in a number 

of ways

 by decreasing genetic diversity, it can put the 

population at risk of extinction

 its random nature increases the genetic 

differentiation between two or more 

populations

 this may lead to speciation if one or more 

populations become reproductively isolated.



#3 Evolutionary Forces : 

ALLELE FLOW



Allele Flow:

Allele flow (or gene flow) is an evolutionary force that 
results from migration of individuals or the dispersal of 
seeds, spores, etc.

Allele flow can potentially cause evolutionary change, 
provided that:

1) the species has multiple subpopulations.
2) there are differences in allele frequency 

among populations, or among subpopulations 
within populations.



Effects of Allele Flow

– Even small amounts of allele flow can negate genetic 

drift.

– If natural selection favors certain alleles in some 

populations, and different alleles in others, allele flow 

can oppose natural selection and prevent the evolution 

of genetic forms suited to each environment.

– If sufficiently strong, allele flow will cause allele 

frequencies in different populations to converge on a 

single, population-wide mean.



Allele flow and selection

– Note that allele flow can also oppose selection.

– On the edge of the range of a species, there might be 
local populations adapted to special conditions.  

– Allele flow from a large, central population adapted to a 
different environment might swamp the effects of 
natural selection, by causing an influx of less fit alleles 
every generation to counterbalance the unfit alleles lost 
to selection. 



#4 Evolutionary Forces : 

NONRANDOM MATING



Nonrandom Mating

– Two important patterns of nonrandom mating 

affect evolution: 

1) Inbreeding, or mating between relatives (selfing

is a form of inbreeding)

2) Assortative Mating



Inbreeding

– Inbreeding, including selfing, is common in many 
species.  Inbreeding was formerly common in humans, 
before the advent of increasingly sophisticated forms of 
transportation.

– High levels of inbreeding lead to the loss of the 
heterozygous genotype, although allele frequencies are 
not necessarily changed.

– Inbreeding exposes recessive alleles to selection, since 
they are more likely to be present in the homozygous 
state if the population is inbred.



– Inbreeding can cause a dramatic decline in the fitness of 

a population, possibly extinction, because many species 

harbor numerous deleterious recessive alleles that are 

effectively hidden from selection (i.e. the Florida 

Panther), although other species are unaffected by 

inbreeding (i.e., certain groups of parasitic 

Hymenopetera).



Assortative Mating

– Assortative mating occurs when individuals choose their 

mates based on their resemblance to each other at a 

certain locus or a certain phenotype.

– Positive assortative mating occurs when like genotypes or 

phenotypes mate more often than would be expected by 

chance.

– Negative assortative mating occurs when similar genotypes 

or phenotypes mate less often than would be expected by 

chance.



Examples of assortative

mating in humans

– Dwarfs: very high positive assortative mating, individuals 

with achronoplastic dwarfism pair up much more often 

than would be expected by chance

– IQ: slight positive assortative mating

– Height: slight positive assortative mating

– Redheads:  moderate negative assortative mating-red 

haired individuals pair up less often than would be 

expected by chance.



#4 Evolutionary Forces : 

NATURAL SELECTION



Natural Selection

– Natural selection is the differential survival and 
reproduction of individuals with certain traits.

– It acts on phenotypes.

– Because most phenotypes are, in part, determined 
by an organism’s genotype at one or several loci, 
natural selection has the potential to  cause change 
in the frequency of alleles through time.



– Any allele that affects the ability of an organism to survive 

and reproduce will be subject to natural selection.

– In populations, natural selection operates whenever 

individuals in the population vary in their ability to survive 

and reproduce.

– Natural selection causes evolutionary change whenever 

there is genetic variation for traits that affect fitness.



For Natural Selection to Operate:

– 1) there must be variation

– 2) some of the variation must affect survival and 

reproduction of individuals

For Natural Selection to Cause Evolutionary Change

there must also be allelic variation for characteristics 

that affect fitness.



What is Fitness?

– Fitness is the ability of an individual to 

survive and make copies of its alleles that are 

represented in the next generation.

– The fitness of an individual organisms is 

essentially the same as its lifetime reproductive 

success



– It is NOT physical performance.

– Differences in fitness may be due to 

differences in survivorship, differences in 

fecundity, or both.



Three modes of 

Natural Selection

– When natural selection operates on characters that are 

polygenic and continuously variable, it can proceed in 

one of three ways.

– Does natural selection favor what is average or what is 

extreme?





Stabilizing Selection

Intermediate forms are favored 

over extreme forms.

– Human baby birth weight.

– Infant deaths are higher at the 

extremes of birth weight, 

children most likely to survive 

have an average birth weight.

– Natural selection is working to 

make average birth weights more 

common



Examples of Stabilizing Selection

Stabilizing selection is probably common in nature.

– Birth Weight in Humans: It is well known that early 
mortality is highest for extreme birth weights. Both 
very small and very large infants suffer high 
mortality.

– Clutch Size in Birds and Parasitoids:  Females that lay 
intermediate numbers of eggs have the highest 
reproductive success.  Too many, and the offspring all 
starve.  Too few, and the mother could have laid 
more.  Called the Lack optimum, it applies to many 
birds, also to parasitoids.



Directional Selection

– When natural selection 

moves a character towards 

one of its extremes.

– Smoothness of brachiopod 

shells took 10 million years 

to achieve.





Disruptive Selection

– When natural selection 

moves a character to both

its extremes.

– Occurs much less 

frequently in nature.



Finches in West Africa

– When food is scarce, large-

billed birds specialize in 

cracking a large seed.   Small-

billed birds feed on soft 

varieties of seed.  

– A bird with an intermediate 

sized bill would get less food 

and not survive.



– Environmental change may reverse the effects of 

selection.

– Selection has no memory, no plan, and no goal.

– There was no special driving force in evolution to produce 

human beings, or anything like us.  This does not exactly 

make us an “accident:”, more precisely, it makes us one 

species among billions of potential evolutionary 

outcomes.

– Selection does not act for the good of the species, 

nor for the good of the planet.


